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We mustalldo something - women and men. We don't need 
more locks. We need more keys to open doors in our 
institutions, in our governments, in our homes, so that we 
can challenge sexism, racism, bigotry, all kinds of intoler
ance. What can I do???
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We can try to understand why Lépine l 
did what he did; we can look at what 
happened in Montreal and question 
how effectively the authorities re
sponded to the tragedy; but in the i 
final analysis what we all must do is 
work to improve women’s condi
tions by changing the structures, in
stitutions and attitudes which main
tain oppression.
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I didnotfeel the violation of myself as 
deeply as many women and some 
men did. It was as if I was expecting 

tragedy. I worry about that
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«l Yours sincerely.

Peter Sinclair

Professor of Sociology _

1 and failure will trigger an tane art? ^ teachers at the Ecole=B=Ï^= "
our society.
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Women's Centre events.
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reLmbering, mourning, and struggling for change.
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1 learned more about how
women are reporting 
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miAstion and setting. . _

vrm The Massacre and my car accident of the same day 1 . 
remain entwined in my memory. Both taught me about I 

fAI life’s fragility and the importance of struggle. I now 
*mm know that I wiU never hide from the violators of | 

M\ women. I will fight to survive. 1
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